
Swing Time
So you thought tennis and golf were out-
door sports? Not anymore-at least not
entirely. Want to work on that nasty slice
in your swing? Perfect your overhead
smash? Online instruction by pros offers
a free alternative to expensive clinics
and self-help videos. You can even book
tee and court times online. No more
busy signals or waiting on hold listening
to Muzak. Need a quick directory of all
the golf courses in the Atlanta area? The
Web’s got those, too, not to mention
comprehensive news on the tennis and
golf business and all the latest scores
from the pro tours. Shopping for gear is
easier, too, with online buyer’s guides,
free equipment demos and a seemingly
unlimited selection. So before you tee
off- or serve’em up-log on.- Benjamin
Berentson.

“TennisONE’s excellent 
instructional library serves up 
articles on every aspect of 
tennis, from strategy to strokes 
to fitness”

TENNISONE
www.tennisone.com

A great place to improve your game. Its
excellent instructional library serves up
articles on every aspect of tennis, from
strategy to strokes to fitness (hint: build
up that torso). It does all this with plenty
of diagrams and slow-motion video.
Want to see video of Don Budge’s
famous backhand? TennisOne provides
expert analysis on strokes and strategies
of many past and present greats. In
addition, it tosses in plenty of equipment
reviews, Ask-the-Pro features, grip infor-
mation and the like. The site could do
more for the pro tennis fan, though; cov-
erage of the pro tours is pretty bare
bones compared to that of other tennis
sites that currently exist on the Web.

Best: The ProStrokes Gallery studies the
moves of different pro players; there are
more than 40 clips of Anna Kournikova’s
various strokes alone, shot from every
conceivable angle.

Worst: Bare-boned coverage of the pro
tours compared with other tennis sites.

This article was featured in the Summer 2000 
edition of Forbes.com Magazine.


